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Abstract 
Most of the existing studies on Gui-Yi, which is a kind of ancient women’s dress of China, are barely about the 
interpretation of Xian (ie. a long ribbon made of silk) and Shao (ie. a hanging fabric of cloth, shaped like a 
swallow tail, tied to the waist) of Gui-Yi, on whose origin, development and evolution of the shape and structure 
there are few discussions. Based upon summarizing the literature, this paper points out that Gui-Yi in Han 
Dynasty was originated from a relic of San-di (ie. three kinds of ceremonial dress worn by queens in The Rites of 
Zhou Dynasty-a classical book in ancient China on the bureaucratic establishment system of Zhou Dynasty and 
the system of states in Warring States Period). In the paper, Gui-Yi is divided into two kinds according to images 
in archaeological studies, namely, the ‘Gui-Yi in one-piece system’ (‘one-piece system’ is Chinese robe) and 
‘Gui-Yi in separate system’ (‘separate system’ is a kind of suit that consists of blouses and skirts). The former 
was popular in Han Dynasty, and the latter was popular in Wei &Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties. The 
change of the shape and structure of Gui-Yi conforms to the historical trend that the ‘Gui-Yi in one-piece system’ 
entered a recession in the late Eastern Han Dynasty and the ‘Gui-Yi in separate system’ became a popular 
mainstream in Wei &Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties. In addition, the paper points out female images 
wearing Gui-Yi in Gu Kaizhi's paintings influenced the expression of Gui-Yi image of Wei & Jin Southern and 
Northern Dynasties, and Gui-Yi were gradually brought into immortal statues during painters’ artistic processing 
of that time. 
Keywords: ancient times, clothing, Gui-Yi, Wei &Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties, Gu Kaizhi 
1. Introduction 
Most of existing studies on Gui-Yi, which is a kind of ancient women’s dress of China, are barely about the 
interpretation of Xian and Shao. For example, some scholars think that ancient Chinese women put some linked 
trinkets, in a triangular shape, on the lower hem of their dress during the period of Wei &Jin, which is called 
Shao; at the waist under wrap skirt of Shen-yi (ie. a Chinese robe, in which its upper part and skirt are cut apart 
but stitched together) hung long ribbons, which is called Xian, The scholars consider that such decoration began 
in Eastern Han Dynasty, which is related to the soft and light texture of Chinese silk materials, playing a role of 
increasing elegance (Huang & Chen, 2001, p. 132).  
Other scholars think that after Eastern Han Dynasty, the hem of female Shen-yi are cut into a number of triangles, 
several laminated pieces intersecting when put on, It is also called Gui-Yi, or Gui-shu (Zhou & Gao, 1988, pp. 
202-203), for that its shape is like a Gui (an ancient measuring vessel of China) or swallow tail, which is wide in 
the upper and narrow in the lower. The others point out that Xian and Shao originated in Han Dynasty, handed 
down to Wei and Jin Dynasties; the lower hem of the dress is cut into a triangle, overlapping with layer on layer, 
the upper is wide and the lower is narrow, which is called Shao, and Xian refers to the long ribbon extending 
from the wrap skirt, When women walk, the sharp corners of their clothes are flying like swallows, which is thus 
described as ‘beautiful ribbon and gorgeous pendant flying.’ And the ribbon was removed in Southern and 
Northern Dynasties, while the swallow tail was lengthened (Zhou & Gao, 1984, p. 77). 
Clearly, most scholars believe that Gui-Yi originated in Han Dynasty and prevailed in Wei &Jin Southern and 
Northern Dynasties, and its leading features are characterized by being decorated with Xian and Shao. These 
research findings are lack of discussion of the origin, development and evolution of the shape and structure of 
Gui-Yi. Combined with historical documents and archaeological images, this paper tries doing a brief textual 
research and discussing several questions about Gui-Yi on the base of previous studies.  
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As Shiming records, ‘Shu is a blouse whose upper part linked with the lower part.’ As Phonetics in Jin Dynasty 
records, ‘Gui is a ceremonial dress for women, Shu is a one-piece blouse.’ It is indicate that Gui and Shu is a 
kind of long blouse, which also belongs to the category of the separate system: the upper part is a lone blouse, 
the lower part is a skirt. As Book of Southern Qi Dynasty records, ‘There's a lot of embroidery on Gui and Shu, 
and there are five colors on the skirt, with further decoration of cannetille.’ The empress of Sui Dynasty wore the 
ceremonial dress with Gui and Shu when offering Ancestral Shrine Sacrifice, of which there is no pictures to 
verify the shape and structure now.  
From Han Dynasty to Wei &Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties, female dress generally change from one piece 
system to separate system, and the evolution of Gui-Yi also agreed with the change of this historical tide. The 
swallow-tailed shape (or Gui-shaped) edge of a gown evolved into several flying triangular ornaments hanging 
from the waist, changing from structural characteristics of tailoring to independent decoration on Gui-Yi in 
separate system. 
4. Gu Kaizhi’s Influence upon Gui-Yi Images 
Gui-Yi in Wei & Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties all belonged to the category of ‘Gui-Yi in separate system’, 
and used to be worn with elbow-sleeve blouse and Bixi together. Because of these quite universal paintings in 
fresco and statues from the Sixteen Kingdoms to Northern Dynasties, such as the female supporter in a mural 
painting of the 169th Grottoe of Bingling Monastery, the lady in the screen paint-drawings from Sima Jinlong 
cemetery in the Northern Wei Dynasty, the female supporter in the statue of the fifth year of Huangxing in 
Northern Wei Dynasty, the female supporter of Western Wei Dynasty in North wall of the 285th cave of Mogao 
Grottoes, and the female supporter of Western Wei Dynasty of the 127th cave in Maiji Mountain, etc. Therefore, 
many scholars think that Gui-Yi is the representative female dress in Wei & Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties. 
From the above explanation, it is seen that Gui-Yi had been popular in Han Dynasty, ‘Gui-Yi in one-piece system’ 
gradually disappeared in Wei &Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties, while ‘Gui-Yi in separate system’ was 
becoming widely popular. What cannot be ignored in the process of the popularity and change of Gui-Yi in 
Northern and Southern Dynasties was the influence of Gu Kaizhi's painting art. 
Gu Kaizhi is the first humanistic painter in Chinese history as well as an art theorist. He advanced a theory of 
painting, such as ‘theory of true spirit conveyance’ (ie. rules that govern image building and form shaping in 
Chinese ink and wash painting), which had a very important contribution to the development of ancient Chinese 
painting. During the prevailing period of metaphysics in Wei and Jin Dynasties, calligraphy and painting became 
one of the main methods for the gentry to express their thoughts and feelings. As a social celebrity, Gu Kaizhi 
had a great influence in Southern Dynasties, whose paintings were ever highly praised as ‘No one is better ever 
since life began in the world’ by Xie An, gentry leader of the gentry class. Because of the influential of Xie An 
himself, Gu Kaizhi’s paintings were highly held in esteem by the gentry class, which, hence, affected the entire 
society in Southern Dynasties.  
Paintings of Northern Dynasty that were first affected by Gu Kaizhi were considered to be the screen 
paint-drawings from Sima Jinlong cemetery in the Northern Wei Dynasty. Yang Zhishui (Yang, 2005, pp. 34-35) 
thought that in the screen paint-drawings in Sima Jinlong cemetery, ‘the deportment and temperament of figures 
made people ready to see the similarity between it and Gu Kaizhi's works. The inheritance of the painting style 
and technique of Gu's figure painting in Northern and Southern Dynasties could be found in ancient documents 
with evidence and source……The screen paint-drawings in the tomb of Sima Jinlong is the very evidence of that, 
and the good relationship between the Northern and Southern Dynasties also provided this possibility at that 
time.’ Liu Jianhua (Liu, 1999, pp. 26-27) thought that the screen paint-drawings unearthed from Sima Jinlong 
cemetery was the most characteristic of Gu Kaizhi’s painting style in northern China: ‘The figure image is 
delicate and pretty, the clothing line is succinct and elegant, with the use of techniques of iron-wire stroke and 
color rendering……Figures in the painting of Emperor He’s Empress in Eastern Dynasty resemble figures in 
Admonitions Scroll by Gu Kaizhi a lot’. This similarity is largely shown on the basis of the similarity of clothing, 
that is, Gui-Yi.  
Comparing Pattern A with Pattern B of Table 2, it can be found that Gui-Yi that the female dress in the screen 
paint-drawings from Sima Jinlong cemetery resembles the dress of the goddess in The Painting Roll of Ode to 
Luo River Goddess a lot. With rolling curves Gu Kaizhi portrayed an agile and elegant goddess, ‘flying swiftly 
and gracefully as a swan, being vigorous as a speedy dragon’. Those fluttering edges are very suitable for 
displaying active manner of figures, indeed. With the light, lovely and graceful features of its ribbon, Gui-Yi 
expresses female curvaceous bearing the best, admitted in all kinds of expressive art, and becomes a common 
artistic symbol for depicting the image of ancient women.’(Yang, 2005, pp. 34-35). Hereafter, the figure painting 
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